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Abstract

We describe a method for dating Plio-Pleistocene sediments by analysing 26Al and 10Be in quartz from buried paleosols. The

method amounts to a generalization of the technique of bburial dating,Q which has previously been used to date river sands

deposited in caves as well as fluvial terraces. We (a) measure nuclide concentrations at multiple depths in the paleosol; (b) use

the geologic context of the sample to construct an exposure/burial history (an bexposure modelQ) that can be used to predict the

nuclide concentrations in the samples as a function of whatever unknown parameters are of geological interest (e.g., the ages of

geologic units); and then (c) find the parameters in the exposure model that result in the best fit between predicted and observed

nuclide concentrations. We apply the method to a paleosol developed on the uppermost till in eastern Nebraska, which is buried

by several middle to late Pleistocene loess units, the ages of some of which are known independently. The lowest loess unit,

whose age was not previously known, was deposited 0.58F0.12 Ma, and the till was emplaced 0.65F0.14 Ma, which agrees

with existing age constraints from paleomagnetic measurements and the position of the Lava Creek ash in the regional

stratigraphy. The most important source of uncertainty in these age determinations is the analytical uncertainty in 26Al and 10Be

measurements; uncertainties in either the nuclide production rates or the geologic model are comparatively unimportant.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we describe a means of dating Plio-

Pleistocene sediments using the cosmic-ray-produced

radionuclides 26Al and 10Be. We are motivated by the

need for better dating of terrestrial glacial deposits that
tters 232 (2005) 179–191
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predate the last two glaciations. Thick, well-exposed,

and well-studied sequences of tills and related glacial

and interglacial sediments are widely distributed in

North America and Eurasia, but most information

about the timing of pre-late Pleistocene glaciations

actually comes from oxygen-isotope records in marine

sediment cores [1,2]. Such marine y18O time series

record only global ice volume: except in rare cases

where ice-rafted debris can be associated with a

particular source [3–5], they give no information

about the location of ice sheets on the continents or

the distribution of ice between different ice sheets.

The continental deposits that would provide this

information are extremely difficult to date. For

example, the only existing means of dating past

advances of the Laurentide Ice Sheet that are older

than the useful ranges of radiocarbon (~50,000 yr) or

optical dating techniques (~150,000 yr) is to bracket

their deposits between two easily recognized magnetic

reversals at 0.78 and 2.58 Ma [6], or three widespread

volcanic ashes from the Yellowstone volcanic center

at 0.6, 1.3, and 2.0 Ma [7]. As only a few sections

contain any of these time markers at all, it is

impossible to associate most pre-Wisconsinan tills

with particular marine oxygen isotope stages.

In an effort to better date terrestrial glacial sedi-

ments and improve correlation of marine paleoclimate

records with terrestrial glacial records, therefore, we

are applying cosmogenic-nuclide techniques to deter-

mine the age of glacial sediment sequences. In this

paper we describe such a method for dating sediments

that overlie buried paleosols, which are common in

Plio-Pleistocene glacial sequences surrounding the

Laurentide and other ice sheets. Although we are

concerned here with glacial sediments, we aim to

provide a general method that can be adapted to many

other depositional settings.
2. Basic idea of the method

26Al and 10Be are rare radionuclides that are

produced at a fixed ratio in quartz grains subjected to

cosmic ray bombardment at the Earth’s surface, but

have different decay constants. They are commonly

used in exposure-dating studies [8]. If quartz exposed

at the Earth’s surface for enough time to accumulate a

significant concentration of these nuclides is then
deeply buried–and thus isolated from the cosmic-ray

flux–the two nuclides decay at different rates, and the
26Al/10Be ratio reflects the duration of burial. This idea

is the basis of the bburial datingQ method described by

Klein et al. [9] and Granger and Muzikar [10], which

has been used primarily to date river sediment carried

into caves and abandoned [11]. In this form, bburial
datingQ consists of assuming that the sediment sample

began with zero initial 26Al and 10Be concentrations,

accumulated 26Al and 10Be as it was brought to the

surface by steady erosion of a landscape continuously

exposed to cosmic rays, and then was rapidly trans-

ported and buried at a depth sufficient to greatly reduce

the cosmic ray flux. This exposure/burial history has

two unknown parameters: the erosion rate at the

sediment source, and the duration of burial. As there

are also two measurements–the observed 26Al and
10Be concentrations–the unknown parameters are

single-valued functions of the measurements. Granger

and Muzikar [10] provide formulae for determining

the burial age in this situation.

The example of river sediment in caves is a

specific case of a more general approach, which

consists of: (a) using the geologic context of the

sample to construct an exposure/burial history (which

we refer to as an bexposure modelQ); (b) including in

the exposure model whatever unknown parameters are

of geological interest (e.g., the ages of certain units);

and (c) finding the parameters in the exposure model

that best predict the observed nuclide concentrations

in the sample. In the case of cave sediment, the

exposure model is that the sample has experienced

one period of steady erosion and one of burial at

constant depth, and the unknown parameters are the

erosion rate before burial and the duration of burial.

This basic idea, that of using geologic information to

develop an exposure model, and then using 26Al and
10Be measurements to quantify the durations or the

rates of the different events in the exposure model, can

in principle be applied in a much wider variety of

situations. In this paper we apply it to sequences of

stratified sediments, where the exposure model is

more complicated, there are more unknown parame-

ters, and the mathematical approach is somewhat

different. To summarize, the exposure model, i.e., the

sequence of events whose ages or rates we hope to

quantify, stems from the geomorphic and stratigraphic

context of the sample, not from the 26Al and 10Be



Fig. 1. Location of borehole 3-B-99.

Table 1

Soil description

Borehole depth

(m)

Description

26.00–26.21 Ab. 10YR 4/3 clay, strong fine subangular

blocky structure.

26.21–26.58 Bt1b. 10YR 5/3 clay (5% gravel), strong

fine subangular blocky structure, clay coatings

on ped faces.

26.58–27.11 Bt2b. 7.5YR 4/4 clay (5% gravel), moderate

fine subangular blocky parting to moderate

very fine subangular blocky structure.

27.11–27.40 BCb. 10YR 5/6 clay (5% gravel), moderate

fine subangular blocky structure, clay coatings

on ped faces.

27.40–28.65+ C. 2.5Y 5/6 clay (10% gravel), moderate

medium subangular blocky structure,

effervescent in 10% HCl.
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measurements. We use geologic information to

answer the question bwhat happened,Q and then use

cosmogenic-nuclide measurements to answer the

questions bwhen,Q or bhow fast.Q In some cases, the
26Al and 10Be measurements may help to choose

between two possible sequences of events that cannot

be distinguished by geologic evidence alone (we give

an example of this later on), but, in general, correctly

interpreting the geologic history of the samples is

more important than the precision of the 26Al and
10Be measurements, or the accuracy of nuclide

production rates, in obtaining accurate ages.

In the example we discuss in this paper, we

collected samples from a paleosol developed on the

surface of a middle Pleistocene till, which has been

buried by one loess unit of unknown age and two

additional loess units of independently known age.

Thus, the exposure model consists of the initial

emplacement of the till, a period of surface exposure

and slow erosion during which the soil formed, and

three periods of burial under successively increasing

thicknesses of overburden. The unknown parameters

consist of the initial 26Al and 10Be concentrations in

the till at the time of emplacement, the age of the till,
the duration of soil formation, the erosion rate during

soil formation, and the age of the lowermost loess

unit. Although this situation is similar to the bburial
datingQ approach used for cave sediments in that the

samples have been exposed near the surface for a time

and then buried for a time, it violates three of the key

assumptions of that method: the initial nuclide

concentrations in the till are likely not zero, the

surface was probably not exposed long enough to

reach equilibrium with a steady erosion rate, and the

burial depth changed repeatedly. If we were to ignore

these complications, we would expect to obtain

incorrect ages. In order to do better, we need a more

complicated exposure model which incorporates both

the known and unknown aspects of the depositional

history, a larger number of data to constrain the

unknowns, and a different mathematical framework.

We describe all these elements below.
3. Example: glacial sediments in borehole 3-B-99,

eastern Nebraska

Nebraska Conservation and Survey Division bore-

hole 3-B-99 penetrates four loess units which are

separated by paleosols and which overlie another

paleosol developed in till (Figs. 1 and 2; [12]). This

till most likely correlates with a till in nearby sections

that is normally magnetized and underlies the 0.6 Ma

Lava Creek ash [13,14]. Table 1 describes the paleosol

which forms the top of this till. This paleosol is
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overlain by 8.5 m of clay-rich, pedogenically altered

loess of unknown age (the dsilty claysT of [12]), then
by 7.6 m of Loveland loess (deposited ca. 135,000–

150,000 yr B.P.), and finally by 10.3 m of Gilman

Canyon Formation and Peoria Loess (deposited

35,000–12,000 yr B.P) [12,15–17]. Thus, the

sequence of events represented here consists of the

initial emplacement of the till, a period of non-

deposition and soil formation, and three (we group the

Gilman Canyon and Peoria loesses together because

they are close in age) episodes of loess deposition

separated by periods of stability and soil formation.

We are interested in determining the ages of the

lowest loess unit and the till.
4. Analytical methods

We measured 26Al and 10Be concentrations in

quartz extracted from core samples of pedogenically

altered till from the prominent paleosol between 26.0

and 28.1 m depth. We disaggregated core samples by

soaking in water and (NaPO3)6 (bCalgonQ) in an

ultrasonic bath, then isolated the 0.125–0.85 mm grain

size by wet-sieving. We extracted and purified quartz

by repeated etching in 2% HF, heavy-liquid separation

to remove refractory heavy minerals, soaking in hot

KOH to remove secondary fluoride precipitated during

the HF treatment, and a final 2% HF etch. This

procedure yielded quartz with 60–80 ppm total Al. We

extracted Al and Be from quartz using standard

methods [18,19], prepared Al cathodes by Al–Ag

coprecipitation [20], and measured isotope ratios at the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Center for
Table 2
10Be and 26Al analyses

Sample ID Borehole depth

(m)

Depth below

soil surface

(g cm�2)

Eff

(g

3-B-99-87 26.01–26.31 0–58 2

3-B-99-88 26.31–26.62 58–117 8

3-B-99-89 26.62–26.92 117–175 14

3-B-99-90 27.07–27.23 204–234 21

3-B-99-91 27.32–27.46 234–278 25

3-B-99-93c 27.76–28.14 336–410 37

a The effective depth is the depth at which the production rate is the sa
b Measured relative to LLNL internal standards. Uncertainties are show
c Mean of two analyses.
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry. Combined process

and carrier blanks were 6.3F6.5�104 atoms 26Al and

2.6F0.3�105 atoms 10Be. Table 2 shows the results.

In order to calculate nuclide production rates, we

need to know the shielding depth of samples below

the surface in g cm�2. To determine this, we measured

the density of our samples by an adaptation of the

procedure outlined in [21] (also see [22]). We used the

dry density determined by this method (1.92F0.08 g

cm�3) to calculate shielding depths during soil

formation. We based our calculation of shielding

depths during burial by loess units on previous

measurements of loess density in eastern Nebraska

(J. Mason, unpublished data). We assumed that, at any

time, the upper 15 m of loess was not water-saturated

and had a bulk density of 1.9 g cm�3; underlying

loess was water-saturated, with a bulk density of 2.3 g

cm�3. We discuss the effect of uncertainties in this

assumption later.
5. Mathematical description of the exposure model

Our goal in this section is to create a function

whose arguments are the unknown parameters of

interest (in particular, the ages of geologic units), that

predicts the 26Al and 10Be concentrations in our

samples, and computes how well these predictions

match the measured concentrations. Once armed with

this function, we can look for the parameter values

that result in the best fit between the predicted and

measured nuclide concentrations.

We can predict 26Al and 10Be concentrations in a

sample for any arbitrary exposure history by solving
ective deptha

cm�2)

10Beb

(104 atoms g�1)

26Alb

(104 atoms g�1)

8 31.88F1.08 133.8F4.3

7 26.83F0.93 112.7F3.3

5 19.75F0.58 85.6F3.8

9 16.14F0.49 67.6F3.5

6 15.75F0.47 57.9F2.1

2 11.92F0.28 48.7F1.9

me as the mean production rate in the entire sample interval.

n at F1r and include all known sources of analytical error.
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the differential equation governing nuclide production

and decay:

dNi; j

dt
¼ Pj zi tð Þð Þ � Ni; jkj ð1Þ

where the subscript i indicates the sample number:

i=1. . .6, and the subscript j indicates the nuclide

measured, i.e., j=10 for 10Be and j=26 for 26Al. Ni, j is

the concentration (atoms g�1) of nuclide j in sample i,

Pj(z) is the production rate (atoms g�1 yr�1) of

nuclide j at depth z, and kj is the decay constant (yr
�1)

for nuclide j. The important part of this equation is the

age/depth function zi(t), where zi is the depth (g

cm�2) of sample i below the surface. We derive zi(t)

from the geologic history: the paleosol experienced

one period of surface exposure followed by three

periods of steadily deeper burial, so z(t) is a step

function as shown in Fig. 2.

There are three important assumptions encapsu-

lated in our choice of the age/depth function z(t).

First, we assume that all depositional events are

recorded in the stratigraphy; that is, no additional

units were deposited and then later removed without

leaving any evidence. We justify this by the observa-

tion that the stratigraphy in this borehole closely

duplicates that of many other boreholes in eastern
Peoria Loess
(35,000 - 
     12,000 yr BP) 

Gilman Canyon Fm. 
(ca. 35,000 yr BP)

Loveland Loess
(ca. 135,000 yr BP)

Unnamed silty clay
and loess
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D
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m
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphy of borehole 3-B-99 ([12]) and resulting age/depth mod

age model in which the lowest loess accumulates rapidly; the dotted line
Nebraska [12], none of which contain any additional

units: thus, it is unlikely that there were any

unrecorded episodes of deposition. Furthermore, the

thickness of all the loess units is consistent among

these boreholes (gradually thickening from west to

east across the region), which suggests that the present

thicknesses of the loess units in our borehole are close

to the original depositional thicknesses, and were not

affected by localized erosion. Second, we assume that

each loess unit was deposited rapidly, which in this

context means over 103 to 104, rather than 105, years.

The upper loess units are in fact massive and display

pedogenic alteration only near their tops, which

indicates rapid deposition followed by soil formation.

The lowest loess, on the other hand, is enriched in

clay, and multiple soil profiles are present at some

sites, suggesting that it may have accumulated

gradually over a relatively long period of time. Here

the geologic evidence is inconclusive with respect to

the choice of z(t); we show later that the 26Al and
10Be measurements are more consistent with rapid

accumulation of the lowest loess than with gradual

accumulation. Third, we assume that there was no

erosion during the initial period of soil formation after

till emplacement, which is unlikely to be true. This

simplification arises because, although we could
t2 t3

3100

5400

1600

time (yr)

Age/depth model z(t)

t4

mulation

Gradual accumulation
0

de
pt

h 
(g

 c
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)

el for the surface of the paleosol at 26 m. The solid line denotes the

shows the alternative age model in which it accumulates gradually.
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account for surface erosion as well as exposure time

when predicting the nuclide concentrations at the end

of the period of soil formation, these two parameters

have similar effects which cannot be distinguished

without unusually precise 26Al and 10Be measure-

ments. This difficulty is well known in exposure

dating, and [23] discuss it in detail. In principle we

could circumvent this difficulty by collecting samples

from several meters below the soil surface (e.g.,

[24,25]), but we were unable to do so here because we

reached the end of the drillcore. The eventual result of

this simplification, where we retain the duration of

exposure and soil formation as an unknown parameter

in the exposure model, but disregard the surface

erosion rate during this time period, is that we must

make assumptions about the soil erosion rate in order

to calculate the age of the till. We discuss this in more

detail later.

We could numerically integrate Eq. (1) to deter-

mine the expected nuclide concentrations at the end of

any arbitrarily complicated exposure history. How-

ever, as we have chosen a step function for z(t), we

can use a simple analytical solution. We denote the

successive periods of exposure or burial at different

depths by the subscript k, where k=1. . .K. In this

example, K=4. At the end of time period k, the

concentration of nuclide j in sample i is Ni, j,k, such

that:

Ni; j;k ¼ Ni; j; k�1ð Þe
�kjtk þ

Pj zi;k
� �
kj

1� e�kj tk
� �

ð2Þ

where tk is the duration of time period k (yr) and zi,k is

the depth (g cm�2) of sample i during time period k.

The two parts of this equation include, first, decay of

the nuclide concentration that was present at the

beginning of the time period, and, second, new

nuclide production during the time period.

We know most of the parameters needed to

evaluate this equation. First, the depths zi,k reflect

the measured stratigraphy in the borehole. The depths

zi,1 during the first period of exposure and soil

formation are simply the measured depths of the

samples below the soil surface. As the samples consist

of 0.3-m sections of drill-core, we integrated P(z) over

the depth range of each sample to derive an value for

zi,1 such that the production rate at that depth is equal

to the average production rate over the entire sample
thickness. Table 2 shows these values. We computed

zi ,2. . .zi,4 simply by adding the thickness of the

successive layers of overburden (Fig. 2) to the values

of zi,1.

To derive the production rates Pj(zi,k), we calculate

the surface production rates according to [26], assume

that production by muons follows the approximation

for sea level and high latitude given in [27] and [28],

apportion the remainder of surface production to

spallation reactions, and assume that production by

spallation reactions decreases exponentially with

depth with an attenuation length of 160 g cm�2. The

surface production rates at this site are 6.9 and 42.1

atoms g�1 yr�1 for 10Be and 26Al, respectively. The

use of a sea level/high latitude compilation of muon

flux measurements results in inaccurate production

rates at moderate depths (ca. 500–2000 g cm�2);

however, as we discuss later this uncertainty does not

significantly affect our results.

There are two important hidden assumptions in

assigning production rates during the first time period

of exposure and soil formation in this way. First, we

assume that the true soil surface is preserved in the

section. In this example, the presence of an Ab

horizon indicates that the entire soil profile is in fact

present. If we were applying this technique in a

situation where the soil profile had been truncated

during deposition of the overlying material, we would

either have to infer the amount of truncation from the

soil characteristics, or treat it as an additional

unknown parameter. This would eventually result in

additional uncertainty in determining the exposure

time of the soil, but would not affect our ability to

determine its burial age; thus, the lack of a complete

soil profile is not necessarily an obstacle to using this

technique to date overlying deposits. Second, we have

assumed that the coarse-grained fraction of the soil

which we have sampled was not mixed vertically.

Illuvial clay coatings in the Bt horizons of the

paleosol, as well as the presence of atmospherically

produced 10Be 1 m below the soil surface [29], do

indicate vertical transport of fine particles. However,

the measured 10Be and 26Al concentrations in the soil

are indistinguishable from an exponential profile with

an attenuation length of 160 g cm�2 (Fig. 3). If mixing

of coarse sand between samples had been significant,

this could not be the case. Although bioturbation and

rooting must have taken place during soil formation, it
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was apparently confined to the uppermost 30 cm, the

thickness of our shallowest sample.

The decay constants are k10=4.59�10�7 yr�1 and

k26=9.78�10�7 yr�1. At present the correct value of

k10 is the subject of active research and some other

authors use a different value of 5.18�10�7 yr�1 [11];

pending resolution of this ambiguity we have chosen

the most commonly accepted value.

We know the parameters t3 and t4 from independ-

ent ages of the uppermost loess units: t3=115,000 yr

and t4=35,000 yr. This leaves only four unknown

parameters. First, the durations of the first two time

periods t1 and t2 are unknown. Second, we cannot

evaluate Eq. (2) for the first time period without initial

nuclide concentrations Ni, j,0. As the parent material of

the paleosol is a till which was likely derived from

recycled surficial sediment that may itself have had a

complex exposure history, we cannot assume that the

nuclide concentrations in the till were zero at the time

it was emplaced. However, as many geochemical

measurements show that massive till is well-mixed at

the outcrop scale, we can assume that the initial

nuclide concentrations are the same for all samples i,

i.e., N1, j,0=N2, j,0=. . .=N6, j,0, and we can describe

these initial concentrations by two unknown param-

eters Ni,10,0 and Ni,26,0.

To summarize, we can predict the nuclide concen-

trations in our samples at the present time by starting

with some initial nuclide concentrations in the till

Ni,j,0, assigning values to the additional unknown
Fig. 3. (A) Measured 26Al and 10Be concentrations in quartz from

the paleosol (circles) compared with the concentration profile

predicted by the best-fit exposure model and parameters described

in the text (solid lines). The standard errors of the measurements are

smaller than the data points at this scale. The dotted lines indicate

the inherited nuclide concentrations Ni , j ,0 derived from the age

calculation. (B) Graphical representation of the best-fit exposure

model on the 26Al–10Be parametric diagram of [33] and [9]. The

grey ellipses are 68% uncertainty regions for the measured nuclide

concentrations; the white circles are the nuclide concentrations

predicted by the best-fit exposure model; the dark circle shows the

initial nuclide concentrations in the till at the time of emplacement

inferred from the calculation; and the solid lines show the evolution

of nuclide concentrations in the samples during soil formation and

subsequent burial. (C) Comparison between nuclide concentrations

predicted by best-fit exposure model that assumes rapid emplace-

ment of the lowest loess (white circles), and those predicted by the

best-fit exposure model that assumes gradual emplacement of this

unit (black circles; see Fig. 2). The grey ellipses are 68% uncertainty

regions for the measured nuclide concentrations.
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parameters t1 and t2, and applying Eq. (2) repeatedly

to arrive at the final nuclide concentrations Ni, j,K. We

can then evaluate how well the predicted nuclide

concentrations fit the measured ones. We denote the

measured concentrations by Ni, j
M, and we use the v2

statistic to describe the misfit M between measured

and simulated nuclide concentrations:

M ¼
X
i

X
j

Ni; j;K � NM
i; j

rNM
i; j

 !2

ð3Þ

where the values rNi, j
M are the standard errors of the

10Be and 26Al measurements. Thus, M is a function of

the four unknown parameters Ni,10,0, Ni,26,0, t1, and t2,

and we can now seek the values of these parameters

that minimize M and thus best fit the measurements.

5.1. Optimization method: constraints

We used standard methods in the MATLAB

Optimization Toolbox [30] to find the values of the

unknown parameters that minimize the misfit function

M. There are several constraints on the allowed values

of these parameters. First, all must be positive.

Second, the Ni , j ,0 must be within the so-called

permissible region [9]. This means not only that

Ni, j,0bPj(0)/kj, where Pj(0)/kj is the surface steady-

state concentration, but also that initial nuclide

concentrations must lie within or below the simple

exposure region on Fig. 3, i.e.,

� 1

k26
ln 1� N26k26

P26 0ð Þ

� �� 	
V

� 1

k10
ln 1� N10k10

P10 0ð Þ

� �� 	
ð4Þ

where Pj(0) is the surface production rate of nuclide j.

This latter constraint is nonlinear and undefined for

some parameter values, which presents potential

difficulties for the optimization algorithm. Further-

more, if the samples had been exposed in the past at a

significantly different elevation, it would not be

appropriate to use the value of Pj(0) for the present

sample location in this constraint. We can avoid these

difficulties in this particular example because we

expect the values Ni, j,0 to be relatively small, such

that Ni, j,0bbPj(0)/kj, in which case this constraint

reduces to N26,0/N10,0b6.1.

The only numerical difficulty with minimizing the

function M arises from the asymptotic behaviour of
Eq. (2): the partial derivatives of M with respect to the

time parameters tk are very small when the tk are

large. This is easily addressed by using an appropriate

initial guess.
6. Results

Using the stepped age/depth function that we

describe above, the parameters that best fit the

measured nuclide concentrations are: Ni,10,0=7.8�104

atoms g�1; Ni,26,0=2.6�105 atoms g�1; t1=52,000 yr;

and t2=421,500 yr. Fig. 3B shows this best-fit exposure

history graphically. The age of the lowest loess unit,

therefore, is t2+t3+t4=571,000 yr. The age of the till is

nominally t1+t2+t3+t4, but, as we discuss above, this

involves the assumption that there was no surface

erosion during the period of soil formation. Thus, the

age that we infer for the till depends on our assumptions

about the erosion rate of the soil. Existing measure-

ments of Pleistocene surface erosion rates in the

midcontinental U.S. [31,32] are 3–8 Am yr�1; with

these erosion rates the age of the till is 625,000–

690,000 yr. The initial nuclide concentrations Ni, j,0 are

significantly greater than zero, and the initial 26Al/10Be

ratio is significantly less than the production ratio. This

indicates that the till did in fact contain quartz that had

already experienced a complicated history of exposure

and burial [29], and shows that if we had attempted to

interpret the data without accounting for inherited

nuclide concentrations, we would have obtained

incorrect ages.

As we discuss above, the geologic evidence is

uncertain as to whether the lowermost loess unit was

deposited quickly or gradually. In order to explore

this, we carried out the same optimization procedure

with a different age/depth function in which the

lowermost loess was gradually deposited over the

time period t2 (Fig. 2). We could not use Eq. (2) for

this more complicated age/depth function, so we

integrated Eq. (1) numerically. The best-fit burial

history with this new age/depth function is very

different from that for the step function in that we

infer a much younger age of 290,000 yr for the

lowermost loess and a corresponding age near

320,000 yr for the till. However, we reject these

results for two reasons. First, the predicted nuclide

concentrations for this burial history are a poor fit to
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the measurements relative to the predicted nuclide

concentrations for the step-function burial history

(Fig. 3). Second, the presence of the 0.6 Ma Lava

Creek ash above a correlative till in nearby sections

indicates that this till is older than the ash. Thus, the

data are not consistent with an age/depth history in

which the lowest loess accumulated slowly, and we

conclude that the unit did in fact accumulate rapidly.

In this context, given the uncertainty in our measure-

ments, drapidlyT could allow for accumulation over

several tens of thousands of years, which could allow

for the soil development in this unit.
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7. Error analysis

Besides the possibility that our model for the

emplacement of the lowest loess unit is incorrect,

which we will not consider further, there are three

primary sources of uncertainty in the four parameters

that we have estimated. First, the 26Al and 10Be

measurements include analytical uncertainty. Second,

the nuclide production rates are uncertain: the

independently calibrated production rates that we

used have inherent uncertainties, and our assumption

that the original soil surface was preserved might have
6,0 t1 t2+t3+t4

Loess age
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rameters
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ity of the four parameters that we have estimated to the nineteen

sensitivity indicates the relative effect on an output parameter of

of 1 indicates that a 1% increase in the input parameter results in a

se in the output parameter.
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led us to assign incorrect values to the production

rates at the sample depths during the period of soil

formation. Third, the shielding depths that we used in

creating the exposure model could be incorrect, either

because of the uncertainty in the soil density measure-

ments or because of inaccuracy in the assumed

shielding thicknesses of the loess units, which in turn

could arise because of uncertainties either in our

assumptions about loess density or in the assumption

that the loess thicknesses did not change since

deposition. In order to evaluate the relative impor-

tance of these sources of error, we carried out an error

analysis in two ways: first, by a Monte Carlo

simulation, and, second, by assuming that the solution

was locally linear with respect to the input parameters

and numerically computing the partial derivative of

each output parameter with respect to each input

parameter by a first-order finite difference approx-

imation, then adding in quadrature to compute a total

uncertainty. The two approaches yielded similar

results. We considered a total of nineteen input

parameters: six 10Be and six 26Al measurements; the

surface production rate of 10Be (the surface produc-

tion rate of 26Al is linked to that of 10Be by the

production ratio of 6.1 and is therefore not an

independent parameter itself); the muon interaction
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Fig. 5. Histogram of best-fit burial ages for lowest loess generated by 1000

benthic oxygen-isotope record from [34]. Note that we have not included th

decay constants, which should strictly be included when comparing 26Al

uncertainties (2–3%) are small compared to the uncertainties in measurin
cross-sections used in computing the subsurface

nuclide production rates; the soil density used in

computing the sample depths during time period t1,

and the thickness of the lowermost loess unit. This last

parameter accounts for both uncertainty in our

assumed density and in our assumed stratigraphic

thickness for this unit. We did not consider a similar

uncertainty for the upper loess units because by the

time they are emplaced, the sample is already

relatively deeply buried, to a depth where the change

in production rates with depth is very small; hence

uncertainty in the thickness of these upper loesses is

much less significant than for the lower loess.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the results of the error analysis.

For the unknown parameters of greatest geological

significance, that is, t1 and t2, which determine the age

of the till and the lowermost loess, the analytical

uncertainties in 26Al and 10Be measurements are by

far the dominant uncertainty. Uncertainties in subsur-

face production rates by muons are negligible by

comparison. For example, if we were to use a set of

muon interaction cross-sections inferred from a quarry

profile at Wyangla, Australia (J. Stone, unpublished

data) that predict subsurface production rates up to

50% lower than those suggested by [27] and [28], our

inferred ages for the till and the lowermost loess
.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

 (Ma)

-point Monte Carlo simulation described in text, compared with the

e uncertainty in the experimental determinations of the 10Be and 26Al

/10Be age determinations with other time scales. In this case these

g 26Al and 10Be and do not significantly affect the results.
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would change by less than 2%, significantly less than

the analytical uncertainty. This is because the nuclide

concentration developed during the period of soil

formation is significantly greater than the subsequent

nuclide production after the soil was buried. Thus, the

subsequent change in nuclide concentrations largely

reflects decay of the preexisting nuclide inventory

rather than the new nuclide production at depth. In a

situation where the period of soil formation was

shorter and the subsequent depth of burial was less,

the uncertainty in subsurface nuclide production by

muons would become important.

Uncertainty in the surface nuclide production rates

affects our estimate of t1 (and therefore the age of the

till), but has a minimal affect on our estimate of t2
(and therefore the age of the loess). Uncertainty in our

measured value for soil density has a minimal effect

on our estimate of t1, but a moderate effect on our

estimate of t2, although it is still less important than

the analytical uncertainty.

Our estimates of the inherited nuclide concentra-

tions in the till at the time of emplacement are less

sensitive to the analytical uncertainties, but more

sensitive to the other uncertainties, in particular to the

uncertainties in soil density, initial burial depth, and

the muon interaction cross-sections.

We derived a summary uncertainty for the ages of

the loess and till, as well as the inherited nuclide

concentrations in the till, using a 1000-point Monte

Carlo simulation with the following random variables

as input: 26Al and 10Be measurements assumed

Gaussian with the standard errors reported in Table 2;

surface production rates assumed Gaussian with the

uncertainty reported in [26]; muon interaction cross-

sections assumed Gaussian with mean and standard

errors reported in [27] and [28]; soil density assumed

Gaussian with a 5% standard error; and the shielding

thickness of the lowermost loess assumed Gaussian

with a 5% standard error. In evaluating the uncertainty

in the age of the till we also included the surface erosion

rate during soil formation as an additional random

variable, assumed uniform between 3 and 8 Am yr�1.
8. Conclusions

The results of the error analysis are that the loess

was deposited 0.58F0.12 Ma, the till was deposited
0.65F0.14 Ma, and the initial 10Be and 26Al

concentrations in the till were 7.8F0.9�104 and

2.56F0.6�105 atoms g�1, respectively. The uncer-

tainties in the till and loess ages, of course, are not

independent; the till must always be older than the

loess by at least the value of t1. We conclude that the

till was most likely emplaced during marine isotope

stage 16, ca. 0.62–0.64 Ma, which is consistent with

observations that the uppermost till at other sites in

eastern Nebraska is normally magnetized and under-

lies the Lava Creek ash. The lowermost loess was

most likely deposited during marine isotope stages

14 and 15, ca. 0.55–0.6 Ma.

The estimated initial 10Be and 26Al concentrations

in quartz from the till are similar to concentrations

we have observed in other Pleistocene tills, as well

as modern river sediments derived therefrom, in the

north-central U.S. [29]. The initial 26Al/10Be ratio is

significantly less than the production ratio of 6.1,

indicating that the samples had a complex exposure

and burial history of more than 1 Ma prior to

incorporation in the till. This observation under-

scores the need for the very general approach we

have used here: the conventional assumptions used

in burial dating would yield misleading ages in this

situation.

The analytical uncertainties cause our final error

estimate to be large: we cannot uniquely associate the

age of the loess with a specific marine y18O event.

However, our approach provides a means of assigning

numerical ages to many Plio-Pleistocene terrestrial

sediment sequences that cannot be dated by other

means. It can be used wherever quartz-bearing

paleosols are embedded within sedimentary sequen-

ces; and promises a significant improvement on our

present ability to date and correlate Plio-Pleistocene

terrestrial glacial sediments. At present, the precision

of the 26Al and 10Be measurements is the primary

limitation on the precision of the age determinations,

which provides a strong incentive toward improving

analytical techniques for cosmic-ray-produced

nuclides, as well as incorporating other nuclides such

as 36Cl that would provide a more favorable set of

decay constants. Other uncertainties, in particular

uncertainties in subsurface production rates, are less

important, and will not become a major obstacle to

using this technique until 10Be and 26Al analyses

become more precise.
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